2022: A new data catalogue for research
French humanities and social sciences data

https://data.progedo.fr
The new data portal of Quetelet-Progedo-Diffusion:

- **A clear interface** to quickly find the data you are looking for:
  - the functionality of the three previous websites (search, question base and Nesstar server) are combined into one
  - French broadcasters in a single catalogue

- **New features:**
  - An improved search tool
  - Filters to refine your search
  - Detailed presentation of variables
  - DOI to identify each dataset

- Better **compatibility** with existing metacatalogues (Isidore; the CESSDA Data Catalogue; EOSC...).
A new search engine able to filter surveys in great detail and down to the **level of variables**, for the entire catalogue

97 series

1,500+ datasets

380,000+ variables
Filters to quickly select what interests you
Your search results are displayed on the fly as you make your selection.
The results are presented in 3 categories:

- **Series** (set of data sets)
- **Datasets** (surveys or administrative databases)
- **Variables**
Each survey now has a **persistent identifier (DOI)** to facilitate citation.
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**Citation bibliographique**

doi:10.13144/iii-1508

*Base centrale scolarité (BCS) - 2021, DEPP - Ministère de l’éducation nationale (producteur), ADISP (diffuseur)*
Thanks to the DOI, the integration of references is done directly in Zotero (if the module is installed in your browser). No more excuses for not quoting your data properly!
6 tabs allow you to navigate through the metadata of the surveys and the related documentation.
The "variables" tab presents each variable and its modes.
For more information, discover the instructions for use and frequently asked questions.
Muriel Roger (Progedo) coordinated the work of the Quetelet-Progedo-Diffusion teams with the support of David Smadja (Altatech):

For the **Public Statistics Data Archives**: Erik Zolotoukhine, Lorraine Adam, Elodie Petorin, Alena Lapatniova
For the **INED Survey Department**: Julie Baron, Julie Lenoir, Arianna Caporali, Thomas Merly-Alpa
For the **Sociopolitical Data Centre of Sciences Po**: Alina Danciu, Geneviève Michaud, Nicolas Sauger

The open source development was done by the DBnomics team (Cepremap): Emmanuel Raviart and Agneska Slusarczyk ([https://git.nomics.world/progedo/data-catalogue](https://git.nomics.world/progedo/data-catalogue))

The new catalogue was implemented thanks to exceptional financial support from the Ministry of higher education, research and innovation (MESRI).

https://data.progedo.fr